We are looking for proposals from people of all skill levels and all mediums! To inspire those who are interested in applying, but are not sure where to start, we have compiled a list of examples of both alternative and conventional murals. You don’t have to be a master painter to propose your idea; together with staff and other artists we are committed to making the chosen proposals come to fruition in the most effective and efficient way possible!

Text Based Murals:

**Artist:** John Fekner  
**Method:** spray painted and stencil!
“Wall Space”  
**Artist(s):** Chris Kabel, curatorial collaboration with Claudia La Rocco  
**Method:** sculptural installation (by Chris Kabel)

---

**Artist:** Steve Powers
Artist: Jenny Holzer
Method: projection

Creative uses of wall space! i.e., engaging space without filling it completely

Artist: “Blu”
Artist: "Labrona"
Method: painted directly onto surface

Artist: Banksy
Method: Mixed Method, Spray Paint stencil and wall paint
Artist: Swoon
Method: Wheat pasted digital drawing
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Artist: JR
Method: Wheat Pasted Photo based murals

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TlsEMhwEJA&feature=emb_title
Artist: Christopher Metzger